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● Edit History
■ 1/28/2021
◆ Edited total score
◆ Added detailed schedule

■ 1/31/2021
◆ edited achievement

■ 2/4/2021
◆ Added detailed character skill table

■ 2/5/2021
◆ Minor revise, added multiplayer info

■ 2/7/2021
◆ Updated character skill table

■ 2/8/2021
◆ Removed points concept and changed points related parts to money related

■ 2/10/2021
◆ Updated Flowchart 1 - Navigation
◆ Added UI mockups
◆ Added music list

■ 2/12/2021
◆ Updated Figure 1 - In-game screen
◆ Updated sound effect list
◆ Updated animation list

■ 2/19/2021
◆ Added Trash System

■ 2/23/2021
◆ Added Special Order

■ 3/1/2021
◆ Updated grading
◆ Added Expiring Ingredients
◆ Updated level description

■ 3/8/2021
◆ Updated Character Skill values

■ 3/13/2021
◆ Updated Detailed Schedule
◆ Added Multiplayer Feature description
◆ Added Single-player Versus Mode Feature description

■ 3/14/2021
◆ Updated Detailed Schedule

■ 3/21/2021
◆ Updated Animation List

■ 3/27/2021
◆ Updated Versus Game Mode

■ 4/23/2021
◆ Added single player level 1 tutorial info

■ 4/24/2021
◆ Added single player level 2 tutorial info

■ 4/29/2021
◆ updated dog speed

■ 5/6/2021
◆ updated descriptions on options menu under UI section
◆ added unlock character feature

■ 5/24/2021
◆ updated background story

■ 5/25/2021
◆ added dog character related story



◆ added bunny character related story

◆ added cat character related story
■ 5/30/2021

◆ updated character skill table
■ 6/3/2021

◆ updated water bucket to be 2-hand item
■ 6/8/2021

◆ edited multiplayer level descriptions

◆ added prep scene tutorial structure and mockups
■ 6/10/2021

◆ added prep scene and level select tutorial descriptions

◆ added alt tray description in World section

◆ added cooking streak description in Gameplay section
■ 6/15/2021

◆ updated cat description from “person” to “man”
■ 6/17/2021

◆ updated table of content

◆ added storyboard screenshots in Story section
■ 6/22/2021

◆ added particle description for food cooking steam in Food cooking under Gameplay
section

● Overview
■ Pastry Kitchen is a single player food processing and time managing game where

players can enjoy creating food from scratch according to the given recipes and try to
complete as many orders as possible within the given time.

■ Uniqueness: this game consists of an action element and management element. For
the preparation stage, each dish has a different placement of its ingredients. The
realistic world background with fictional animal characters offers a new type of player
empathy when playing.

● Feature Set
■ Audience, Platform
◆ Age group: 12-18
◆ Platform: PC

■ Game Flow
◆ Single-player in-game flow starts with the player selected character spawning in

the walking area of the kitchen. For a complete game cycle, the player needs to
finish as many orders as he/she can in order to earn money before the time ends.
To make food, the player approaches the prepare station and opens the shelf
menu. The player then arranges ingredients following the guide shown on the
cookbook within the shelf menu. Now the player takes the prepared ingredient to
the appropriate cookware to drop it off. After a period of wait time, the player
equips a tool in the character's hand and moves the character to pick up the tray in
order to get the cooked food from the cookware. Player then moves the character
to the serving tray location/serving window to send out the order and earn money.
As soon as the timer reaches 0, the level ends, and the assessment appears
showing the player's performance in this level. For versus mode, instead of having
a timer, the side/player that fails the first order loses, and the game ends at the



same time.

■ Multiplayer Co-op Features
◆ multiplayer co-op features are mostly similar to single-player features except for no

expiring ingredients. In co-op multiplayer games, players will work together to
complete as many dishes as they can. Each player needs to have at least 500
money to play with others. 400 of the 500 money will be converted into initial
ingredients for the gameplay. When players finish a level, only the host can
manage ingredients and proceed to the next level. If a player leaves the room
between levels, the player will take the part of the total money proportionally away.
Players can also level up the current character in-use in the Character Skill page
as well as save the character data and money data to any of the save files
between levels.

■ Versus Mode Features
◆ Versus mode includes single-player versus and multiplayer versus. The difference

between the versus mode and the regular mode is that there is no level timer that
indicates the level ending condition and the ingredient consumption amount is not
taken into account. The game ending condition for versus mode is determined by
the first side who fails an order, and the one that has no failed order is the winner.
The winner gets a relatively large amount of money while the loser only has a small
amount of money earned.

◆ Single-player versus:
● Single-player versus mode provides the player with a competitive experience

without being stressed out by other players. In single-player versus mode, the
player will be playing against an AI in two different kitchens that are shown in a
form of split screen.

◆ Multiplayer versus:
● Multiplayer versus mode allows the player to battle against a friend or anyone

online who joins the room. The rules for multiplayer versus is the same as the
single-player versus.

◆ Psych Outs
● In versus mode, the player can get psych outs from the opponent while the

opponent submits 2 or more orders at once. If turned in 3 orders at once, the
power of the psych out is increased. Psych outs include:
■ put out furnaces: the furnaces of the one that gets psyched out are put out

half way of the current magnitude. If psych out power is increased, the
furnaces are completely put out at the same moment.

■ earthquake: the view of the kitchen that gets psyched out shakes and the
slotted ingredients in the prep station fall out and turn into garbage. All the
garbage on the floor are shaked to a different location

■ slippery feet: the movement of the player who gets psyched out behaves
reduced friction force and feels like walking on ice. This psych-out is
shown with a particle effect on top of player character’s head

■ extra garbage: several pieces of garbage is thrown by the mob standing
outside the kitchen into the kitchen of the player that gets psyched out

■ backward movement: the control of the player gets psyched out becomes
backward for a short period of time. This psych-out is shown with a
particle effect on top of player character’s head

■ Daily Challenges
◆ This game provides the players with daily challenges which grants them with

in-game currency (coins) by completing two quests that are given to them daily.
There are two types of quests:



1 star quests:
● finish 2 levels (single player/multiplayer co-op) with S grade
● make 15 dishes in any level / any mode
● win single player vs twice
● complete 2 multiplayer games (co-op/versus)
2 stars quests:
● make 30 dishes in any level / any mode
● complete 3 levels with no burned food
● complete cold level twice with S grade
● complete hot level with no burned food with a passing grade

◆ when the player completes the 1 star or 2 stars quest, the player gets a certain
amount of coins depending on the number of stars (50 for 1 star, 70 for 2 stars).
Once the player completes both quests, the player gets an extra amount (50) of
coins.

■ Look and Feel
◆ the look of the environment and characters appears to be a watercolor cartoon

form.

■ Project Scope
◆ Summary

this project is designed for the Design and Creation 3 and Capstone class with the
time length of 7 months. The overall scope for this project aims at completing nine
working levels including one tutorial level and five single player levels and 3
multiplayer levels. We also aim to have a cooperative online multiplayer mode as
well as a single-player/multiplayer versus mode.

● Gameplay
■ Overview

The player chooses an animal character to start the game with and buys ingredient
before each level starts. After the level starts, the selected character spawns inside a
kitchen and receives incoming orders (Figure 1 – In-game screen). There are 4
cookware and 12 recipes in total for player use to make Chinese desserts. The player
needs to go to the counter near the shelf area, refer to the recipe book to place the
correct ingredient at the right slot in order to make the prepared ingredient, and bring it
to the correct cookware. After dropping off the prepared ingredient at the correct
cookware, the progress meter next to the cookware starts rising as time passes. Once
the meter is at the “done” position, the player needs to take out the food by holding the
serving tray and the correct tool in hand. Once the food is taken out and placed on
serving tray, the food can be served bringing the plated food back to where the player
plucked up the tray. After the order is successfully sent out, the player earns a
corresponding amount of money for ingredient purchases before the next level.



Figure 1 – In-game screen

■ Ingredient system
The player can only purchase ingredients before each level starts. When player starts a
new game, he/she gets a small amount of starting ingredients to purchase enough
ingredient for the first level. Starting from the second level, player will be purchasing
ingredient using the earnings from the previous level. For ingredient cost, please refer
to Table 1.1. – Ingredient cost.

Table 1.1 – Ingredient cost (subject to change)
Ingredient price

sesame 1
egg 1

pumpkin 2
flour 2

red bean 2
mung bean 2
glutinous

rice
3

peanut 3

■ Food preparation
Once the player is in the game level, the player moves to the shelf area empty handed
to prepare ingredients for different dishes. If player has anything in hand such as
firewood or tools, player will not be able to open the shelf menu.



Figure 2 – prep station
Player also needs to follow the ingredient placement on the recipe book on the bottom
of the screen to correctly place ingredients for each food. Ingredient placements for all
12 dishes are shown in Figure 3 – Ingredient placement1 and Figure 4 – Ingredient
placement2.



Figure 3 – Ingredient placement1



Figure 4 – Ingredient placement2

By clicking “Prepare!” button, semi-prepared food spawn in front of the player with both
hands holding it, and the menu closes.

■ Order system
Displays up customer orders, up to a maximum number as determined by the level. The
top most order is the oldest, and the bottom is the newest. When one order is
completed, the order is taken down, then newer orders move up if there are any. If on
screen orders are less than the maximum number of orders, a new order appears after
a random range of time between until the maximum number of orders in that level is
reached.
All cookware will be available to the player at the beginning of the game.

■ Food cooking
If raw food is dropped off at the correct cookware that has fire burning in the furnace



underneath, cooking starts and the progress bar next to the cookware starts rising.
Cooking steam effect starts playing on top of the cookware. The size for the particle
effect is proportional to the cooking speed. An indicator of food being cooked is shown
on the progress meter. Once the food is cooked enough to plate, player needs to have
a serving tray and a correct tool in hand to take the food out from the cookware. If food
is not taken out from the cookware in time, some number of seconds after cooking
finished, the food will be burned. Once the food is burned, the player only has a few
moments to dispose of the food (dispose of burned food by interacting the cookware
empty-handed) before the cookware will be set on fire. If the fire is not put out, the
cookware remains unusable. Once the fire gets put out, the player needs to wait a few
moments to be able to use the cookware again. Fire can be put out by bringing water
from the water bucket/sink in the kitchen to the cookware on fire.

■ Furnace system
There is one furnace under each cookware. Each furnace starts out lit, and the player
needs to add firewood to each furnace to keep the fire going. Food cooking speed is
proportional to the fire magnitude of the corresponding furnace. Adding firewood into a
burning furnace resets the burning timer internally and sets the fire magnitude (Figure
5 – Fire decay), brightness, and particle effect to highest.

Figure 5 – Fire decay (highest on left, lowest/none on right)

■ Level Special Order
Before each level, the player can choose one possible order from the level to make it
special for the level. The special order appears by 50% change among all possible
orders within that level. The player can also set the special to none by clicking the order
icon again.

■ Expiring Ingredients
For single-player mode, ingredients can expire several levels after being obtained. The
amount of ingredients obtained at a specific level will be subtracted from the total
amount after several levels if the player did not use up the amount of ingredients.

■ Trash system
When the player uses the shelf menu and places ingredients into each slot, there is a
percent chance of creating a piece of food scrap. The created food scrap will be thrown
randomly onto the ground. If the player steps on the food scrap, the player will slip, fall,
and lose all the food (cooked and raw) in hand. The food scrap can be picked up by the
player character interacting with it when the character’s right hand is empty. The
character can hold up to 3 pieces of food scrap at a time. The food scraps need to be
thrown into the trash can to keep the space safe to pass through. Flowchart 1 - Trash
Related Behavior shows the resulting actions in different situations.



Flowchart 1 - Trash Related Behavior

■ Random event system
There is a 10% chance of an event occurring after the player delivers an order where
the customer may be enjoying the food enough to reward the player with a bag of
ingredients by throwing into the kitchen over the tray counter. Player needs to catch it
(with empty right hand?) in order to get the maximum reward (one unit of each type of
ingredient). If the player does not catch it (or tries to catch it with an occupied right
hand), it lands on the floor and bursts into 3 ingredient pieces that can be picked up
(with an empty right hand) to provide 1  random ingredient unit out of the 8 types of
ingredients. The player catches or picks up ingredients when colliding with the
ingredient bag or single ingredient on the floor. Ingredients are added to the inventory
directly when caught or picked up.

The bag of ingredients has a random location to land inside the walking area. An
indicator (circle or exclamation mark) will show the location of where the bag is going to
land so that the player can move to that location if planning on catching the bag.



■ Winning condition and performance assessment system (need to test out values)

Assessment grades are listed in Table 1.2 – Money earned and grades. The player
will fail the level instantly after burning 6 dishes or setting cookware on fire 5 times.

Table 1.2 – Money earned and grades (need testing)
>=150 S

130-149 A
110-129 B
90-109 C

70-89 D
<70 or any
failing conditions

Try again

■ Cooking Streak
◆ In the game, if the same kitchen has 6 or more orders completed without failing

any orders, a cooking streak starts which shortens the order delay time and order
countdown time. As the player turns in more orders without failing, the streak
number goes higher. The delay time and countdown time also are shortened every
2 orders added to the streak number and caps at streak number 12.

■ Achievement system
◆ There are various achievements for the player to accomplish. Achievements are

listed as below:
● Completed the tutorial level
● Completed a level without any food being burned
● Completed a level without setting any cookware on fire
● Played all three characters and completed at least one level with each
● Leveled up one character skill to max
● Delivered a certain amount of dishes (1, 10, 50, 100, etc.,)
● Finished a level with an S grade for 1, 10, 50, 100… times
● Completed _number of dishes within _time (need testing)
● Saved a dish from burning at the last second
● Burned a piece of food for the first time
● Set a cookware on fire for the first time
● Had all four cookware on fire at the same time

■ Screen flow
◆ Overall Navigation:

The navigation structure for this game consists of a front end and in-game. The
navigation flowchart is shown in Flowchart 2 - Navigation.



Flowchart 2 - Navigation
◆ Screen Descriptions

● Splash screen: shows the software used for developing this game
● Main menu: gives access to in-game, options, and closing this application
● Options: a submenu to the Main menu, where the player can adjust volumes

of SFX and music and has access to the tutorial level, the About screen, and
the Key Binding screen

● Key binding Options: a submenu to the Options, where the player is allowed to
customize inputs according to player’s needs

● Tutorial Option: a button on Options screen that leads the player to replay the
tutorial level and return to the Options screen once the player finishes that
level

● Start menu: a submenu to the Main menu, where the player can choose a
character and start a new game from the beginning, goes to in-game

● Load menu: a submenu to the Main menu, where player can load a saved
game and continue to play, goes to shop menu

● Shop menu: a screen/scene appears before each level where player can stock
up ingredients for the next level

● In game menu: the main screen that the player sees when the game is in
progress

● Pause menu: a submenu to the in-game menu, pauses the game and has



buttons for the player to resume the game, to load saved games, to open
options menu, or to go back to the Main menu (front end)

● Victory menu: a submenu to the in-game menu, transitions player from in
game back to the front end

● Multiplayer menu: a submenu of the main menu where players can create
rooms, find rooms and start games together

● Characters
■ Three player characters with different looks: cat, dog, and rabbit
■ Each player character can move at normal speed when using WASD keys. They can

move at faster speed (1.7x) with Ctrl pressed down
■ Characters have different skills and shortcomings:
◆ The rabbit character has faster movement speed but shortens the time from

overcooked to burned
◆ The cat character can cook food faster and extends the time from done to burned,

less money is earned if an order is submitted by the cat
◆ The dog character has a chance of preparing each dish without consuming

ingredients but moves slower
■ Table 1.5 shows the values for each character’s skill and the whether it is a buff or

debuff by the cell color
■ Character Facial Expressions

◆ shocked - slip on banana, slippery feet

◆ angry - furnace being put out, banana psych out

◆ happy - turn in order

◆ confused - backward movement

Table 1.5 - Character Skill Values

affected var. basic values lv 1 lv 2 lv 3 lv 4

next lv cost 500 1000 2000

dog speed 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.7

d money /order varies 0 0 0 0

d time -g varies 0 0 0 0

d time g-y varies 0 0 0 0

d time y-r 4 or 5 0 0 0 0

free ing pct 0 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3

cat speed 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8

d money /order varies -4 -4 -2 -2

d time 0-g varies -2 -2.5 -3 -3.5

d time g-y varies +1 +1.5 +2 +2.5

d time y-r 4 or 5 0 0 0 0



free ing pct 0 0 0 0 0

bunny speed 3 3 3.5 4 4.5

d money /order varies 0 0 0 0

d time -g varies 0 0 0 0

d time g-y varies 0 0 0 0

d time y-r 4 or 5 -1.7 -1.2 -.7 -.2

free ing pct 0 0 0 0 0

■ The player character can interact with various interactive objects that are set in the
kitchen including (L: left hand, R: right hand, B: both hands):
◆ Firewood - pick up firewood (L)
◆ Water bucket - pick up water bucket (B)
◆ pancake pan - drop prepared food in or take cooked food out (L)
◆ steamer - drop prepared food in or take cooked food out (L)
◆ soup pot - drop prepared food in or take cooked food out (L)
◆ deep fryer - drop prepared food in or take cooked food out (L)
◆ cookbook - prepare ingredient and carry with the character (B)
◆ tray - pick up tray or send out order(L)
◆ mob - talking to the mob opens the loan menu and allows the player to get loan
◆ countertops - set raw or cooked food down
◆ trash can - throw away trash properly
◆ alt tray - (in multiplayer only) used for plating food and setting food on counter for

the other side to pick up(L)
◆ food scraps/burned food - to be picked up from the floor and need to be thrown

away into the trash can (R)
besides interactive objects, player character can grab one tool at a time from UI tool
icons on top of the screen and have the tool in hand (R)

■ the player only has access to the dog character at the beginning. As the player beats
the game for the first time, the bunny character will be unlocked. After the second
playthrough, the cat character will be unlocked.

■ by completing the game with the third character, the player will get an achievement of
playing through the game with all three characters.

■ locked characters have a character image that shows a silhouette instead of the picture
of the character. the character button itself will be disabled as well.

● Story
■ Background story

In a rural town, an old man kept working on running a Pastry Kitchen. The three
orders: Sugar Oil Rice Cake, Fried Dough Twist, Mung Bean Soup have a certain
reputation locally. The old man fans the fan, sitting at the door watching the crowd at
the crossing while being ready to serve the pastries to any passersby who can be the
possible customer. Even though the town is very small, there are still many people who
want to succeed by taking the Imperial examination and becoming a local officer. It just
happens to be the examination announcement day. It gets very crowded near the result
board. Some are happy while some are sad. Near the board, there is a depressed
looking young man with his eyes closed who catches the old man’s attention. The old
man puts down the fan, picks up the two pieces of ready-to-serve Sugar Oil Rice Cake
and starts walking toward that young man.



As the old man approaches, he notices that there is a young lady who seems to be
the young man’s friend, standing next to and trying to comfort him. According to the
young lady, the young man wanted to pass the examination to change his current life
but did not qualify because of a few other peers from rich families. “Is passing the
examination the only way to make you happy?” the old man asks, “why don’t you try
this?” he holds up the Sugar Oil Rice Cake in front of the young man but gets no
response. The old man then passes the cakes to the young lady and asks her to
persuade the young man to try a bite. The young lady squads down, tries to hand the
cake to the young man. He then opens his eyes, takes the cake, and takes a bite. As
he chews on the cake, it is either because of him holding back the sadness of
unrequited efforts, or simply the sudden happiness brought by the deliciousness of the
cake, he finally lets go of that feeling of depression, and starts weeping. The old man
pats on the young man’s shoulder, and said to both of them: “Will you two think of
coming to help at my store? We can make more delicious pastries to bring the same
happiness to more people.” The young man slowly stands up and greets the old man “I
humbly accept your offer.” The young lady smiles, nods to the old man.

Storyboard - before vs:



■ Dog
Before versus:
After running the kitchen for a while, the old man found out that this kitchen is not good
enough to satisfy the increasing number of customers. He decides to renovate and
open another storefront in the nearby city and then closes the current one temporarily.
Since it is ancestral land, funding is not an issue, but not everything goes smoothly,
such as a fellow old man from a nearby village…
This neighbor village old man heard that the Pastry Kitchen is going to be moved to the
city, so he stands in front of the store unconvinced and claims that he is going to
challenge the store manager, who is the old chef, in making pastries. The old chef walks
to the neighboring village old man, and invites him into the kitchen, prepares him with all
the tools, ingredients, and stoves. “Then, let’s begin!” As he finishes the last word, a
fierce competition kicks off…
After versus (lose):
Neighbor village old man: “How unskillful you are! You have to beat me to open your
storefront in the city.”
After versus (win):
Neighbor village old man: “I lost. Here are some new recipes I created on my own,
please take them. I wish you a prosperous business!”
Beat the game:
The old man chef talks to the young lady: “I need to go to a place far from where we are
to deal with some personal business, and I will be away for about half a month. Since
you have been doing the server work here for a while already, how about you take this
chef position and let the young man serve food up front? We can close down this store
temporarily and head back to the village since it’s your first time working so it will be
easier for you.” The young lady replies: “You have been taking care of us a lot recently,
please leave the store to us and rest assured to do what you need to do.” Old man:
“Great! Then I will leave this all to you.”

■ Bunny
Before versus:
Not long after the old man left, a girl comes to visit the store and talks to the current
chef, the young lady, “Excuse me, I really like those pastries you made, so I tried and
learned a little on my own. Today I finally feel confident enough to show you what I got
so far. Can I challenge you in making pastries? If you win, how about reopening the
storefront in the city? That way I can introduce my friends and families that live in the
city to your store and try the tasty pastries.” The young lady invites the girl into the
kitchen just like the old man did to the neighboring old man and starts the battle.
After versus (lose):
Girl: “well… I thought you were good at making pastries. I may be wrong, but I probably
shouldn’t tell my friends and families yet.”
After versus (win):
Girl: “Your skill is truly amazing! Please take these – the recipes I created. Now I can tell
my friends and families to visit your store! See you!”
Beat the game:
The old man returns to the city and is very impressed seeing the reopened storefront.
However, the good times don’t last long. One of the young lady’s family members falls
very ill and the young lady needs to head back to her hometown immediately. The old
man thinks over the situation, and looks at the young man, “you have been helping the
young lady for a while, why don’t you take this chance and try this chef position? We
can switch back to the old storefront like we did before, and I can be the server if you
don’t mind.” The young man replied: “I will cherish this opportunity.”

■ Cat
Before versus:
Since the young man started the chef position, business has not been very busy or very



quiet. However, more and more young man’s peers start visiting the store due to the
examination result announcement. The chef makes pastries as usual in the kitchen,
and he notices another young man around his age walks in with the same expression
as him a year ago. The chef walks over to that guest and starts a casual conversation
with him. Knowing that he has been dreaming of becoming a chef, but his family forced
him to take the examination so that he can be a local officer and become rich. As they
start talking about cuisines and the related business topics, the guest suddenly gleams
hope in his eyes, “Thank you so much for chatting with me. Now I know what I need to
do for my life. Can we do a battle in cooking pastries? If you win, I will give you some
good stuff.” The chef hesitates a little, but thinks about his own experience in the past.
He nods, and starts making preparations like the previous two chefs did.
After versus (lose):
Young guest: “I really admire your skill, but we talked about this before, I can only offer
you my little treasure if you win.”
After versus (win):
Young guest: “Very nice! Here, I found these in a book while I was studying. Please
make good use of them.”
Beat the game:
The young lady returns from her hometown. Meanwhile, all three chefs have enough
experience in making pastries and running the store. The kitchen is full of happiness
again.
[Ending picture]

● World
■ The general setting for this game is during ancient times, in a rural area of China
■ the game occurs within a brick house with kitchen items including the following

interactive items:
◆ 4 cookwares types: deep fryer, soup pot, bamboo steamer, and flat pancake pan
◆ 1 water bucket or sink
◆ 1 serving tray at serving window
◆ 1 alt tray for multiplayer co-op layout
◆ 1 prepare station with a recipe book
◆ 1 pile of firewood

■ The scale size for the environment and interactive objects in the game world is the
same as real life scaling

● Levels
■ For the Capstone project, this game aims at finishing nine levels: a tutorial level, five

single player levels, two multiplayer co-op levels, and one multiplayer versus level.
Besides the tutorial level, every single player level has an option of playing a short
staged tutorial which is related to the respective level before going into the main
gameplay.

■ If the player starts level with any of the tutorials, level timer needs to be disabled at the
beginning of the level until the player finishes the objectives. may also give the player a
button to skip the tutorial.

◆ Tutorial level: This level guides players to play through a complete gameplay cycle
by providing hints in game and teaches the player about game rules. There will not
be a countdown timer for the tutorial level, but the player needs to complete the
objectives given throughout the tutorial to advance to the next level. Once the
player completes all the objectives, the player will be directed to the first regular
level. The contents that aim to teach the player include: tray, stoves, orders, prep
station, and tools.

◆ Regular level 1: In this level, the timer will no longer reset. Instead, it has a longer
countdown for 183 seconds (including extra 3 seconds before the order starts
appearing). The objective of this level is to deliver as many orders as possible and



try not to burn food or set the cookware on fire before the time ends. This level
does not include the food scrap feature except for the ones that spawns from
discarding the burned food.
Level 1 tutorial (if tutorial toggle is checked on the level select menu when starting
the level)
● introduce burned food and fire (and mention trash system for the burned food)
● This level starts with two pieces of burned food each in a cookware (any

orders using different cookware in that level will work), use the text box and
objective system to tell the player about burned food and fire. After completing
the objectives, regular orders start appearing and the player can play the
normal game. (need to disable mob throwing banana and food scraps since
food scrap system will be introduced in level 2)

● Revisit the info on food being left in the cookware for too long after finished
cooking will be burned and leaving that in the cookware for too long after being
burned will cause a fire.

● ask the player to take out one piece of burned food with an empty left hand,
leave the other one in the cookware and start the cooking timer from burned
state and disable the other stove from being interacted until fire starts.

● Direct the player to throw away trash at the trash can, let the player know that
there is a fire going on.

● Direct the player to get the water bucket and put out the fire.
● After putting off the fire, start the regular level.

◆ Regular level 2: level 2 is much like level 1 but with three new orders and the food
scrap system is fully showing within this level.
Level 2 tutorial (if tutorial toggle is checked on the level select menu when starting
the level)
● (will also need some introduction to the prep scene) tell the player that if the

player ever runs into a situation if they run out of money or has money less
than 500, and still need some to get ingredient or to level up the character,
they can go to the mob in game and get a loan that brings the total money up
to no more than 600 coins.

● mention that the player can also purchase ingredients if necessary during the
game by pressing I (temporary button, will need to change to a visible button
on the loan menu later)

● Temporarily set the player’s debt and cash both to 200 and days being in debt
to be over the number of days that will trigger the food scraps being thrown
into the kitchen.

● Ask the player to talk to the mob and look at the debt that the player is
currently in, tell the player why the mob is throwing food scraps into the
kitchen.

● Ask the player to make enough money by completing orders to pay back the
loan.

● The player will be given 5 orders and they will not be timed.
● Mention that when preparing a food, there is also a chance of getting food

scraps by placing the ingredients into the slots.
● Mention the way to pick up food scraps as a hint.
● Once the player earned enough money, ask the player to go to the mob and

pay back the loan.
● Start the regular level and set back the actual player money after the player

has paid back the loan.

◆ Single-player versus mode: the player will play against an AI character. The rules
are specified in the Versus Mode Features section under Feature Set. The
tutorial for versus mode will be given as a diagram shown at the beginning of the
level.



◆ Multiplayer level 1: multiplayer level 1 has a different layout with split space
(front/back) within one kitchen which offers the player a more intense co-op
gameplay.

◆ Multiplayer level 2: multiplayer level 2 has a different layout with split space
(left/right) within one kitchen which offers the player a more intense co-op
gameplay.

■ Prep scene tutorial
◆ When the player gets to the prep menu for the first time or when the player clicks

on the Help button, a click-through tutorial starts on the prep menu and gives the
player information about each button.The help information will be delivered using
indicator text box as well as a rectangular highlight spot:



◆ prep menu tutorial:
● daily: check your daily challenge progress and claim reward here
● shop: you can purchase ingredients in the shop menu
● skill: upgrade your character skills using coins you earned
● save/load: save/load your game
● level: select a level to play
● options: change sound volumes and keybinds here.

◆ level select menu:
● possible order: this shows you the possible orders you will get in the selected

level
● special order: you can set a special order by clicking one of the icons in the

possible orders list so more customers will order it
● levels: you can choose which level you want to play. Play each level to unlock

the next one
● level summary: here you can get an idea of the level layout and the level time

for the selected level
● expiring ingredients: ingredients won’t last forever. Any leftover ingredients you

purchased 3 non-versus levels ago will expire.

■ For future development of this project if extra time is allowed, up to 4 levels for both
single player mode and multiplayer mode with the same features as level 1 will be
developed and tested. As the player advances the game, more recipes will be
unlocked. When the player gets to level 4, all recipes are unlocked, and the player will
have full access to all the ingredients and recipes.



● User Interface
■ UI

The overall flowchart of UI for this game is shown in Flowchart 1 - Navigation
above. Details for each UI menu is listed below:

◆ The Front-End Main menu has a game title, 4 buttons (start game, load game,
options, and exit game), and a picture showing one of the dishes that the player
will be able to make in-game.
● The Start game button leads to the setup screen that shows 3 icons of

characters in the middle for the player to choose from and a start button on the
bottom which brings the player to the in-game scene. There is also a back
button to take the player back to the main menu.

● The Load game button leads to the load game screen that shows 3 slots to
load saved games. Load game screen has a back button that goes back to the
Main menu.

● The Options screen opens when the player clicks on the Options button. There
are 2 sliders for adjusting music volume and SFX volume and 3 buttons for
opening keybindings screen, replaying tutorial level (only appears when the
options menu is opened in non-multiplayer environment), achievement menu,



and opening About screen. The options screen has a back button that goes
back to the Main menu.

● The Keybindings screen shows the controls keys in game and players can
customize the keys according to their own preferences. There is also a set
default button to set all the customized keys back to the default settings.
Keybindings screen has a back button that goes back to the Options screen.

● The About screen shows the information of this game as well as the info about
the teams involved in developing the game. The About screen has a back
button that goes back to the Options screen.

◆ The Shop Menu will be accessed after starting a new game or after ending a level
that is not the last level. In a Shop Menu, the number of each ingredient that the
player has is shown and there is an “<” button and a “>” button for increasing and
decreasing the number of the corresponding item to be purchased. Below all the
ingredients, there is a Purchase button and a Start button.

◆ The Multiplayer Menu is opened from the front-end, where players can choose a
nickname for themselves before finding a room to join or create their own room.
There is also a go back to main menu button on the multiplayer menu. Once a
room has at least 2 players, the host has the option to start the game.



◆ The in-Game UI includes an in-game menu which is showing at all times, a shelf
menu that appears when the player presses the interaction key near the shelf area,
an in-game pause menu, and an options menu when selected options from
in-game pause menu.
● The in-game menu shows 4 tool buttons that the player can press and have

the corresponding tool spawn in character’s hand and a Pause button to open
the Pause Menu. A timer shows the time that’s left until the current level ends.
There will be orders appearing on the screen that show the player what to
make so that the player can earn money. Earned money will also be shown on
the in-game menu indicating the player’s current score.

● The shelf menu works as a preparation station for the player to process
ingredients to a point that allows the player to put them into the cookware and
start cooking. the layout of a shelf menu is shown in the previous content
Figure 2 – prep station.

● The in-game pause menu is a canvas instantiated in front of the game scene
when the Pause button is pressed and there are 4 buttons on this menu:
Resume, Load Game, Options, and Main Menu.

● The in-game Options menu will be the same as the one in the Front End.



● A player info tab can be opened/hidden by pressing the Tab button. The player
info tab should include the following information:
■ player Money 200
■ number of orders delivered 0
■ number of burned 0
■ number of fires 0
■ number of failed 0

● The result screen shows up when the level timer reaches 0. On the result
screen, the player will see a summary of the level including the number of
orders delivered, orders burned, cookwares on fire, etc.

■ Player Information System
◆ In this game, player information only includes the amount of ingredients that the

current player owns, the player’s money, the current level, and all the levels that
are unlocked. Except for the levels unlocked, all other information can be shown on
a widget that can be shown or hidden with the tab button while in game.



■ Feedback System
◆ Feedback that needs to guide the player to do the right thing will be shown mostly

using a speech bubble with icons hinting at either the condition that is required or
tools that are needed to perform the desired action.

■ Camera
◆ The camera in this game stays mostly above the setting. It may move slightly with

the player, but the overall kitchen can always be seen. We may add close-ups
when the player sends out orders.

■ Control System
◆ Four movement keys (Default: WASD) are used for moving the character in the

game
◆ One press and hold key (Default: Shift) is used to accelerate the character when

moving
◆ One interaction key (Default: E) is used to make the character interact with all the

interactive objects in the game and perform actions
◆ One trigger key (Default: Tab) is used to show/hide the player info while in game
◆ The left mouse button is used to interact with the UI.

■ Audio
◆ Music list

scene situation music description duration

front end all

main theme
looping with intro,
festive

approx.
50-60smultiplayer all

tutorial all

variation 1 of main
looping with intro,
energetic

approx.
1-1.5minin-game before the last 30s

in-game last 30s variation 2 of main non-looping, urgent 30s

in-game result screen result theme
looping with intro,
happy approx. 30s

in-game
failing result
screen (maybe)

variation of result
screen non-looping, sad 4-5s

prep menu all
variation 3 of
main?

looping with intro,
calm

approx.
50-60s

◆ Sound Effects
Name description

bttnClick standard button click

charWalk character walking footstep sound

charRun character running footstep sound

charPrep after clicking prepare button

charTool after selecting a tool

charRack after selecting rack a tool

foodFryer bubbling sound when dropping food into hot oil

foodPot raw food being dropped into water

foodSteamer putting food into a steamer, bamboo lid closing sound



foodPan sizzling sound when putting raw food on a hot and greased pan

plateBowl sound of ceramic plate being placed on a wooden tray

woodBurn firewood burning sound

curtainMove straw curtain dropping/rolling up for pause menu button

foodReady quick reminder sound for food being ready

foodBurn warning sound of food being burned

foodSubmit coins dropping on table sound when submitting an order

randomObj
when random event occurs, a hint sound plays to notice player to look out
for thrown object

● Items
Items used in this game consists of the following categories:
■ ingredients
◆ sesame
◆ egg
◆ pumpkin
◆ flour
◆ red bean
◆ mung bean
◆ glutinous rice
◆ peanut

■ tools
◆ ladle
◆ strainer ladle
◆ spatula
◆ tongs

■ others
◆ firewood
◆ water bucket
◆ tray
◆ alt tray
◆ sugar oil cake
◆ pumpkin rice cake
◆ sweet thin pancake
◆ fried dough twist
◆ sesame balls
◆ lotus crisp
◆ mung bean soup
◆ eight ingredient congee
◆ sweet dumplings
◆ sweet stewed egg
◆ bean paste bun
◆ bowl cake

● Music score and sound effects
■

● Media list
■ 2D assets and 3D assets
◆ please see Art Asset list for detail



■ Animation List

Priority Naming
Convention

Basic
Name Type Description

High @anim_run_001 Run 1 Action
(normal) Running empty handed

High @anim_walk_001 Walk 1 Action
(normal) Walking empty handed

High @anim_slidetray_
001 Slide tray Action

(normal) sliding tray outward

High @anim_reach_00
1 Reach Action

(normal) reaching for tools on top

High @anim_idle_001 Idle 1 Idle
(normal) breathing

High @anim_sliponban
ana_001 slip Action

(normal) slip on banana peel

Med @anim_removefo
od_001

Remove
food

Action
(normal) leaning forward to take out food

Low @anim_idle_001 Idle 1.1 Idle
(normal) breathing holding tray/firewood

Low @anim_idle_003 Idle 3 Idle (on
Fire) looking around nervously

High @anim_squat_00
1 Squat Action

(normal) squatting down and fan the flames

High @anim_putoutfire
_001

Put out
fire

Action (on
fire) putting off fire

High @anim_fanflames
_001

Fan
flames

Action (on
fire)

fanning smoke away by hand and take
out food

High @anim_2handIdle 2hand
idle

Idle
(normal) idle holding raw food with 2 hands

Med @anim_idle_001 Idle 1.2 Idle
(normal) breathing holding water bucket

Me

d

@anim_i

dle_001

Idle

1.3

Idle

(norm

al)

breathing holding

firewood

Low @anim_idle_002 Idle 2 Idle
(normal) leaning to look at cooking food

Low @anim_idle_004 Idle 4 Idle
(normal) Idle specific to char 1



Low @anim_idle_005 Idle 5 Idle
(normal) Idle specific to char 2

Low @anim_idle_006 Idle 6 Idle
(normal) Idle specific to char 3

● Art
■ Please see the art bible for any reference to art concepts or assets.

● Technical Specifications
■ This will be a PC game using the Unity development platform, version 2020.1.12
■ We plan to release Pastry Kitchen on steam.
■ Interface and control inputs will require a keyboard and mouse
■ Physics - a standard physics material and rigid body is attached to the player character.

So far, we have all static objects in the kitchen, but we may venture into having moving
obstacles in the kitchen

■ AI - customers have a chance to throw a reward bag to the player whenever the player
completes an order.

● Management
■ Detailed schedule
◆ Milestone 1

● 1/24/2021 - 1/30/2021: Level space layout
■ level results screen is fully operational
■ Edited total score
■ point values are displayed to player in an easier way to see
■ naming classification determined for assets

● 1/30/2021 - 2/6/2021 Player movement fleshed out
■ Style of music for different menus
■ Better indication of which cooking station is which
■ highlights over orders coming in
■ money earned pop up after a dish is served at the counter
■ Clickable key to get out of ingredient menu

● 2/7/2021 - 2/13/2021 Milestone 1 Due
■ Status Report 1 Due
■ First Demo Due
■ Confirmation Menu to exit level back to another menu
■ Art Bible completed and added to documents
■ Icons for item implemented
■ Better indication of cooking material area inside of kitchen
■ Key bindings tab is operational
■ About tab is operational
■ windows added to kitchen space

◆ Milestone 2
● 2/14/2021 - 2/20/2021 Player info tab is operational for in-game use

■ 5 orders burned fail feature
■ audio manager implemented
◆ test sounds/music added to objects and menus

■ Achievement list created
■ restart level option for ingame menu

● 2/21/2021 - 2/27/2021
■ player can save game and reload their session
■ placeholder icons for characters
◆ load game profile shows character icon associated with save data
◆ load game profile shows correct amount of cash of profile

■ load game profile highlighted when selected
■ achievements implemented into game



■ character walking sound
■ character running sound

● 2/28/2021 - 3/6/2021 Integration of random events e.g. Random ingredients
flying into kitchen
■ sound asset list finalized
■ time alteration while in ingredients buy menu
■ achievement testing
■ sound of burning food
■ sound of delivering a dish
■ firewood burning sound

● 3/7/2021 - 3/13/2021 Milestone 2 due
■ status report 2 due
■ game demo 2 due
■ bug testing
■ Tutorial events list created

◆ Milestone 3
■ Raw ingredients sound being placed into cooking areas

● 3/14/2021 - 3/20/2021
■ design: create player tutorial scene with basics of game
■ setup menu: when new profile is selected ask player if they would like to

play tutorial level
■ design - tutorial: text pop ups for player with descriptions (need to

optimize)
■ design - tutorial: shows player how to move around the level
■ design - control system (keybind) debugging
■ design - minor changes to game level system according to feedback
■ design - furnace upgrade system
■ design - tutorial: unlimited time
■ animation: character idle animations added to character selection menu
■ sound: ceramic plate colliding with wooden tray
■ sound: straw curtain dropping down

● 3/21/2021 - 3/27/2021
■ animation: character animation are implemented into game
■ design - tutorial: walks player through how to cook a recipe
■ design - tutorial: unlimited ingredients for player
■ art: art assets for modular pieces are completed
■ sound: grabbing/placing tools back sounds

● 3/28/2021 - 4/3/2021
■ sound: preparation of ingredients sound
■ animation: water bucket animation/pour animation

● 4/4/2021 - 4/10/2021
■ design: player tutorial level playable
■ sound: sound assets implemented

● 4/11/2021 - 4/17/2021 Milestone 3 due
■ status report 3 due
■ game demo 3 due
■ design: start work on multiplayer

◆ Milestone 4
● 4/18/2021 - 4/24/2021

■ design: create testing multiplayer area
● 4/25/2021 - 4/30/2021

■ art: outside world game space is filled with additional decor
● 5/1/2021 - 5/8/2021

■ design(?): idle moving world on main menu screen
● 5/9/2021 - 5/13/2021 Milestone 4 due

■ status report 4 due
■ declare alpha due



■ art: all current art assets implemented into game
■ design: bug testing

■ Risk Analysis
◆ This is probably the first big project for most of the team members, so it will be

difficult to know what to expect. Communication will be extremely important.
◆ players might feel like the game is repetitive or has a low replay value. That is why

we are adding an achievement system and unlockable items to keep the player
engaged.

■ Multiplayer
◆ We have started working on multiplayer, but we are not sure yet how to tie this

feature into the gameplay. We could either go in a co-op direction or a versus
direction. Perhaps, we could have both.

■ Test Plan
◆


